
15142: "a winter month spent in total lockdown due to the pandemic and breathing

good air with little traffic when walking around the city but also doing quite

some welding of the textures of my museum and going with my head too much on top

of the welding gun inhaling some fumes and finally deciding to build a whole new

shed to decrease the noise i make cutting metal but also make a new table for the

welding so that i don't have to lean over the fumes and can extract them but then

also getting a free stock of discarded isolation panels to put inside the shed and

breathing the dust and the smell cutting and arranging them inside"

10175: "still in venice getting to know a drunk homeless and an argentinian girl

before meeting my homosexual brazilian tenant and later back in the mountains the

adopted son of a local till at last going back to the netherlands and at a

birthday meeting a half dutch and half slovakian girl before going to berlin and

getting to know a roman couple trying to launch a small pizza place there but also

meeting another homeless"

18155: "a quite unstable month trying to do welding outside with always some wind

interfering and at last setting up a new shed where to do my metal work and

feeling a bit afraid that the wind might blow it down but also experiencing some

days with less wind and taking small walks with the children avoid days with quite

a weak but cold wind till at last experiencing days of a warmer but strong wind

with the kids almost unable to walk but having quite some fun"

05159: "another month of lockdown in the netherlands and keeping with the kids in

our village also not venturing too far with the weather being quite cold and rainy

but taking mostly little walks only once biking on the other side of the river and

walking around a fortification and otherwise spending the weekend building a metal

workshop in the garden letting myrthe to look after the kids and walk with them"

16159: "a cold winter month with some sunny and hot interludes mostly in the

middle of the day but also experiencing quite some cold weather for the first time

feeling  the  need  of  gloves  and  at  last  while  building  my  metal  workshop

experiencing the snow and trying to enjoy it a bit with the kids before it melted"

03148: "in a lockdown keeping with the kids in our dutch village with no shops

open and no other music then the one i sing or play to them mostly to fill the

winter afternoons but also listening to the songs sang by livia and to the songs

played by little silvester on children music books"

13211:  "doing  the  last  filming  of  public  spaces  outside  of  our  dutch  town

exploring south rotterdam with the kids before getting locked up again due to a

second wave in the coronavirus pandemic and later spending our winter in the town

and filming around at times redundantly not so much going for many explorations

with quite some metal cutting and welding to do in the backyard in preparation of

my mountain museum"



08141: "fable depicting a bachelor pig suddenly getting surrounded by all the kids

he had in previous affairs and founding a philosophical school but then getting

annoyed by all their chattering eventually turning most forgotten and unable to

control them possibly reflecting the current situations with the new generations

of students"

04146: "a month finding quite some happiness in pursuing my project and also being

with the kids getting a bit frustrated about my neighbours unhappy about the new

shed i built to cut and weld the iron for my alpine museum and also feeling a bit

down at times for the lack of sleep trying to keep up with my project early in the

morning and late in the evening but generally being happy having many things in my

plate despite socially feeling a complete outcast"

01205: "a month working very hard on different fronts beside taking care of the

kids and making the afternoon also a time for work with silvester asleep and livia

keeping outside with me while i ultimately decided to build a soundproof metal

workshop in our backyard after some neighbours complained about the noise i was

making and mostly dedicating myself to it during the weekends but also doing a lot

of computer work improving my website late in the evenings"

12224: "a month with numerous deaths cause by gas leakages all around the world

but still with a awful lot of violence in african countries and especially in

somalia with army attacking terrorists and terrorists retaliating"

10176: "folk met while in stockholm attending an opening and really getting to

know all sort of artists especially young ones who have been hearing about my

project like a performance artist my age who used to live in germany and somali

artist but also getting to know a young student making a swastika out of the

swedish flag"

09149: "still having to take care of both my kids and walking with them on the

stroller trying to record my thoughts constantly interrupted by one or the other

but nonetheless managing to record and also getting thoughts while with them

indoor and trying to make a point to think about them after going out"

09150: "recording thoughts not really able to think thoroughly with also many

people on the street due to the pandemic restriction keeping them home from work

and also having more time to think with livia resuming her school two mornings

every week and going with silvester to walk despite the cold weather and the snow

making him crying and in turn giving me a hard time to elaborate my thoughts"

08142: "writing about a quail remembering how my maternal grandfather spoke about

it when he was hunting them and focusing on her softness being from the beginning

used as a pillow to rest all the way to the end of the fable after much conflicts

occurred to have exclusive rights to it"



14163: "a period getting quite some good ideas keeping quite on the move with my

kids and at times only with silvester leaving livia at school and also getting

ideas during our last journeys outside of our town like in the south of rotterdam

before a new wave of the pandemic and the second lockdown"


